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Several research groups from multiple institutions provide structure and methods to improve research
for family medicine. Colon cancer research includes which common screening test for colon cancer
most often results in completed colonoscopy. Authors explore how some cardiovascular preventive
medications are overused while others are underused. Three research papers specifically advance
improvements for practice management, 3 articles address diabetes, 3 others cover family physicians
caring for specific populations (pregnant women, children, and those with sports-related issues).
There are practical research articles on practice management and others on common clinical problems.
This issue also includes a clinical review on acute sensorineural hearing loss and human papilloma virus immunization guidelines that can cause confusion. ( J Am Board Fam Med 2021;34:1–3.)

Advancing Family Medicine Research
We start this issue with advances for undertaking
research in primary care. Such research is very important, and yet, as a group of international primary
care researchers and users of primary care research
report, it can be difﬁcult to ﬁnd (or understand) the
primary care research that exists.1 To ﬁll a gap in the
literature, Yawn et al2 present the plans for an international prospective observational study of 3,000
patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) across 5 organizations and multiple countries. Two articles are speciﬁc to practice transformation research. Leaders of eight EvidenceNOW
practice transformation research projects (funded by
Agency for Healthcare Research Quality) have created a taxonomy to assist those working on practice
transformation—from researchers, to private practices, to health systems.3 Another group of authors
from EvidenceNOW identiﬁed factors related to clinician engagement with practice quality improvement across 195 practices.4
Other researchers report on their development
of a practical, helpful electronic health record
mechanism to identify potential subjects eligible for
colonoscopy research.5 The need for more colon
cancer–related research is evident in the careful
study from Cooper et al6 on which colon cancer
abnormal test (FIT or mt-sDNA) results in greater
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colonoscopy uptake. There are a variety of differences in the tests, such as how they are done, and the
mechanism of followup. Positive FIT followup was
lower, but the test might have been used in different circumstances. Of the colonoscopies done, the
rate of abnormal ﬁndings was substantial, and the
results provide hints at what could be done to
ensure adequate followup.

Practice Management and Improvement
Reports
Medical scribes are increasingly utilized in practices. Zallman et al7 tackled an important question
on what efﬁciencies can be gained when medical
scribes are used by investigating the burden of tasks
that occur outside of the visit.
While one might think we know the range of
activities are accomplished in primary health care,
the change to capitation in Oregon’s Medicaid program offered a wonderful opportunity to clarify
common aspects of care that are often not tracked.
Speciﬁcally, 18 visit and non-visit-based care activities, “Care Services That Engage Patients,” were
deﬁned and tracked.8 While the report is based in
Community Health Centers, the deﬁnitions could
be applied more broadly, and the impact data of interest to many.
Primary care physicians are the largest group prescribing long-term medication therapy for opioid
addiction. Stephens et al9 investigate practice-based
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Cardiovascular Disease and its Treatment
Statin drugs are among the most commonly prescribed medications and are known to reduce
adverse cardiovascular outcome. Yet, many patients
with clear indications are not on statins. Some is
due to patient factors, but there are also clinician
factors for not prescribing statins, such as overly
complicated or changing guidelines, as noted in this
study involving 45 practices across 8 states and the
records of 223,289 patients.12 Non-adherence to
medication prevents individuals from maximizing
their health and is quite common. Working with
focus groups, Tarn et al13 identify the common
thoughts from patients that inform how clinicians
could interact with patients in order to increase the
likelihood of statin adherence.
Low-dose aspirin is another medication that can
help prevent adverse cardiovascular outcomes.
Many older African-American adults take aspirin
without a prescription. Bazargan et al14 provide
additional clarifying information. Clearly the high
rate of use indicates the need for more discussion
between patients and their clinicians.

Practical Patient Care in Family Medicine
The recognition and management of 2 acute conditions are presented. While sudden sensorineural
hearing loss is uncommon, it is the type of diagnosis
that requires rapid evaluation and intervention for
optimal outcomes.15 Finger et al16 discuss the need
(or lack thereof) for chest radiographs when adults
are seen for acute chest pain or trauma.
We have several articles with information on
how to prevent diabetes and its complications.
Miller-Rosales et al17 report on multidisciplinary
diabetes care in community health centers, including patient interactions and outcomes. Prediabetes
status awareness is compared to patient health
behaviors in the paper by Li et al.18 To prevent
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diabetes, routine screening for diabetic retinopathy
is indicated, and Farford et al19 investigate family
physician ofﬁce screening by retinal camera.
Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) immunization is
now routine for many people under the age of
26. However, the recommendations by Advisory
Committee on Immunization Practices have changed
to add a recommendation for shared clinical decision
making for adults age 27 to 45 years. This survey of
primary care physicians shows interest in giving the
vaccine, but some confusion on the facts.20
Groups visits for Advance Care Planning for
patients with heart failure and their caregivers were
well received.21

Family Physician Care of Specific
Populations
Family physicians providing obstetric care prevent
“obstetrical deserts” by providing C-sections in rural areas22 where there are fewer obstetricians. Yet,
despite higher risk related to negative social determinants of health, obstetric outcomes by a family
medicine department were similar to the obstetrics
department.23 Nagle et al24 report on provision of
early pregnancy loss care in New York Federally
Qualiﬁed Health Centers.
In another clinical area that many family physicians pursue is sports medicine. Nithyanandam et
al25 identify differences between the practices of
those sports medicine certiﬁed family physicians who
spend more than three quarters of their time practicing sports medicine compared with those who spend
less time. Also, despite rumors otherwise, most family
physicians do see pediatric patients. Speciﬁcs can be
found in the report of Jetty et al.26
Sadly, even after the Affordable Care Act provided insurance to those previously uninsured,
many parents report not getting care for their child
due to underinsurance.27
To see this article online, please go to: http://jabfm.org/content/
34/1/1.full.
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